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Spectrum SharingSpectrum Sharing
Spectrum sharing encompasses several techniques Spectrum sharing encompasses several techniques –– some some 
administrative, technical and marketadministrative, technical and market--based. Spectrum can based. Spectrum can 
be shared in several dimensions; time, space and be shared in several dimensions; time, space and 
geography.geography.
Demand for spectrum is increasing and frequency bands Demand for spectrum is increasing and frequency bands 
(below 1GHz) are becoming more congested especially in (below 1GHz) are becoming more congested especially in 
densely populated urban centres.densely populated urban centres.
•• Spectrum can be shared in several dimensions; time, space Spectrum can be shared in several dimensions; time, space 

and geography;and geography;
•• Diverse approaches to sharing frequencies some Diverse approaches to sharing frequencies some 

administrative, technical and marketadministrative, technical and market--based. : based. : inbandinband sharing, sharing, 
leasing and spectrum trading, and use of unlicensed spectrum leasing and spectrum trading, and use of unlicensed spectrum 
commons combined with the use of low power radios or commons combined with the use of low power radios or 
advanced radio technologies including ultraadvanced radio technologies including ultra--wideband and wideband and 
multimulti--modal radios.modal radios.
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FrameworkFramework
International, Regional and NationalInternational, Regional and National
•• Allocations Allocations –– Tables of Frequency AllocationsTables of Frequency Allocations

The WRCThe WRC--07 has made significant strides increasing 07 has made significant strides increasing 
the amount of spectrum available to broadband the amount of spectrum available to broadband 
servicesservices

Spectrum management mechanisms Spectrum management mechanisms 
include:include:
•• Command and controlCommand and control
•• Market basedMarket based
•• Flexible spectrum managementFlexible spectrum management
•• Spectrum sharing (Overlay and Underlay)Spectrum sharing (Overlay and Underlay)
•• Spectrum commonsSpectrum commons
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Opportunities and ChallengesOpportunities and Challenges

Source: Commission for CommunicationSource: Commission for Communication
Regulation, 2007Regulation, 2007
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Spectrum AvailabilitySpectrum Availability
Significant blocks of Significant blocks of 
spectrum are allocated for spectrum are allocated for 
government use often for government use often for 
military and other military and other 
ministry communications ministry communications 
systems. As reported in systems. As reported in 
the to the UK Govthe to the UK Gov’’t in t in 
2005, government 2005, government 
holdings of spectrum holdings of spectrum 
approximate 50% of the approximate 50% of the 
spectrum below 15GHz.spectrum below 15GHz.
The relative share of The relative share of 
spectrum between spectrum between 
various government various government 
services is illustrated .services is illustrated .

Independent Audit of Independent Audit of 
Spectrum Holdings (the Spectrum Holdings (the 
Cave Audit)Cave Audit)
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Key ConsiderationsKey Considerations
PlanningPlanning
•• Current and future spectrum uses which bands how and when Current and future spectrum uses which bands how and when 

they should be released, auction for example. they should be released, auction for example. 
•• Consultation with various stakeholders and with industry fora Consultation with various stakeholders and with industry fora 

–– ICTA and OFTA WiMax Consultations. ICTA and OFTA WiMax Consultations. 
•• At a minimum careful review and understanding of recent At a minimum careful review and understanding of recent 

decisions at WRC and leading regulatory initiatives.decisions at WRC and leading regulatory initiatives.
Assessing Demand and ScarcityAssessing Demand and Scarcity
•• Developing countries an absence of real scarcity demand for Developing countries an absence of real scarcity demand for 

advanced services beginning to emerge serve on the advanced services beginning to emerge serve on the 
introduction of spectrum sharing policies and assignment introduction of spectrum sharing policies and assignment 
practices. practices. 

Impact of delay on the economy overall coming from investment Impact of delay on the economy overall coming from investment 
and productivity.and productivity.
Creation of attractive markets for investors who can deploy or Creation of attractive markets for investors who can deploy or 
utilise advanced services and technologies should not to be utilise advanced services and technologies should not to be 
ignored by spectrum policy makers. ignored by spectrum policy makers. 
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Key ConsiderationsKey Considerations

Valuing SpectrumValuing Spectrum
•• Opportunity cost and economic Opportunity cost and economic 

efficiencyefficiency
•• Special situations for government Special situations for government 

spectrumspectrum
•• Compensation to existing usersCompensation to existing users

Market LiquidityMarket Liquidity
•• Depth and breadth of market Depth and breadth of market -- sufficient sufficient 

liquidity to provide participants with a liquidity to provide participants with a 
reliable method of transacting. reliable method of transacting. 
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Practical StepsPractical Steps

Spectrum Use StudiesSpectrum Use Studies
Spectrum PlanningSpectrum Planning
•• ConsultationConsultation

Spectrum ReleaseSpectrum Release
Spectrum Authorization Reform Spectrum Authorization Reform 
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ExamplesExamples
Brazil 2008Brazil 2008
•• ANATEL in Brazil issued licenses 4 licenses per licensed ANATEL in Brazil issued licenses 4 licenses per licensed 

areaarea for 3G wireless deployment in the whole country. for 3G wireless deployment in the whole country. 
Operators are allowed to share network components Operators are allowed to share network components 
such as towers as well as spectrum in order to provide such as towers as well as spectrum in order to provide 
services in municipalities with less than 30,000 services in municipalities with less than 30,000 
inhabitants.  inhabitants.  

EU 2005EU 2005
•• The EU now proposes that oneThe EU now proposes that one--third of the spectrum third of the spectrum 

below 3GHz could have flexible usage rights and be below 3GHz could have flexible usage rights and be 
tradable by 2010.tradable by 2010.

Hong Kong 2004Hong Kong 2004--20062006
•• Consultations with stakeholders to obtain input on issues  Consultations with stakeholders to obtain input on issues  

related to specific bands for BWA, e.g. 3.5 GHzrelated to specific bands for BWA, e.g. 3.5 GHz
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ExamplesExamples
Mauritius 2005Mauritius 2005--20062006
•• ICTA conducted public consultations on proposed BWA frequency baICTA conducted public consultations on proposed BWA frequency band nd 

allocations, technical characteristics and regulatory requiremenallocations, technical characteristics and regulatory requirements and ts and 
issued its decisions within 3 months. Those decisions opened theissued its decisions within 3 months. Those decisions opened the 2.5 2.5 
GHz band for Mobile and Nomadic BWA (IMTGHz band for Mobile and Nomadic BWA (IMT--2000) applications by 2000) applications by 
2010, the 3.5 GHz band immediately for Fixed BWA and the 5.12010, the 3.5 GHz band immediately for Fixed BWA and the 5.1--5.3 5.3 
GHz band for low power inGHz band for low power in--building applications. In 2006, ICTA building applications. In 2006, ICTA 
additionally opened the 5.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz bands for BWA. additionally opened the 5.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz bands for BWA. 

Mexico 2005Mexico 2005
•• After two years of research, consultation and tests, COFETEL, After two years of research, consultation and tests, COFETEL, 

announced unrestricted bands subject to specifications of technoannounced unrestricted bands subject to specifications of technology logy 
and of operation that minimize the probabilities of harmful inteand of operation that minimize the probabilities of harmful interference rference 
in the 902in the 902--928, 2400928, 2400--2483.5, 5.1502483.5, 5.150--5.350 and 5.7255.350 and 5.725--5.850 MHz 5.850 MHz 
bands for broadband internet access provisioning.bands for broadband internet access provisioning.

USA 2004USA 2004
•• The UMTS/HSPDA service in the United States was launched by the The UMTS/HSPDA service in the United States was launched by the 

end of 2004 strictly using the existing 1900end of 2004 strictly using the existing 1900 MHz spectrum sharing the MHz spectrum sharing the 
allocation with 2G PCS services. allocation with 2G PCS services. 
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Thank you!Thank you!
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